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Suggestions for Zoom

• We’re coming to you live via Zoom videoconferencing!

• Please mute your audio

• You may want to mute your video, too (save on 

bandwidth)

• These should be buttons at the lower left corner of

your screen

• If you have questions or responses, use the chat

window to type them.  Allison Adams will curate your 

questions and send them on to us.



Overview

1. Copyright 

1. Copyright basics

2. Open access versus toll access

3. Publishers’ copyright policies

2. Sharing your work

1. Academic social networks: pros and 

cons

2. Institutional repositories

3. Disciplinary repositories

4. Personal websites



Poll Time!

• How many early career researchers are here?

• Who is working in a field that values journal article publications?

• How many have ever published their work open access?

• How many have used academic social networking sites? Which 

ones?



Questions I’m going to answer as we go along

• Who owns the copyright in your published work? 

How do you know?

• Why does the copyright status of your work matter 

when sharing it? 



Journal publishing models

Three Categories

Subscription 
aka toll access Hybrid Open Access

Oxford Univ. Press Wiley American Medical Association



What is copyright?

• Bundle of rights to . . . 
• Make copies

• Distribute the work

• Prepare derivative works

• Publicly perform or display 

the work

• License any of the above to 

a third party

• Transfer the copyright to a 

third party
http://bit.ly/2lEW4sS

Len Rizzi (photographer), public domain work

http://bit.ly/2lEW4sS


When is copyright created?

At the moment the 

work is fixed in a 

tangible medium 

of expression 
(more info).

https://flic.kr/p/8pYV62 CC-BY 2.0

https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-general.html
https://flic.kr/p/8pYV62


What is Open Access?

“Open Access is the free, immediate, 

online availability of research articles, 

coupled with the rights to use these 

articles fully in the digital environment.”
https://sparcopen.org/open-access/

https://sparcopen.org/open-access/


Six Advantages to Open Access

• Your need for reuse

• Visibility of your 

work

• Higher citation 

counts

• Funder mandates

• Costs to libraries

• Social justice

https://www.ub.umu.se/en/publish/open-access

Umeå University Library, CC BY 4.0

https://www.ub.umu.se/en/publish/open-access


First Disadvantage to Open Access

• Article processing charges: 

APCs

• STEM prices higher than 

SocSci or Humanities

• HOWEVER…

• Platinum publishing model: 

free to author AND reader

• Funding available! Emory 

Libraries Open Access 

Publishing Fund

https://sco.library.emory.edu/open-access-publishing/oa-funding-support/emory-oa-fund.html


Second Disadvantage to Open Access

• Predatory publishing: avoid with 

these tools

• Directory of Open Access 

Journals

• Think, Check, Submit

• Committee on Publication 

Ethics

• Open Access Scholarly 

Publishers Association

https://doaj.org/
https://thinkchecksubmit.org/
https://publicationethics.org/resources/guidelines-new/principles-transparency-and-best-practice-scholarly-publishing
https://oaspa.org/


Publishers’ Sharing Policies

Sponsored by Jisc, the SHERPA/RoMEO database 

contains the sharing policies of 22,000+ journals. 

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php


Permissive Example



Restrictive Example



Why should I share my scholarly work?

• Sharing is foundational to 
scholarly work.

• Publicizing your work 
enhances your reputation.

• Public gains access to 
your results.

• With preprints, you get 
helpful feedback before 
publication.



Where can I share my work?



Academic social networks:  ResearchGate

ResearchGate

• Can follow authors, they can follow you

• Get email when the authors you follow publish 

something new (maybe)

• For-profit; makes money if you violate copyright

• Does not link to journal website

• Opaque algorithms

• Tries to get you to spam your coauthors

Bottom line:  some positive aspects, but use with care.



☺



Academic social networks:  Academia.edu

Academia.edu

• Not really an “edu”

• For-profit

• More spam

• More ads than ResearchGate

• $99/year premium version:  more analytics on who 

engages with your work

Q: Why use academia.edu?

A: Maybe your field has more folks here than on 

ResearchGate.





ResearchGate & Academia.edu

Key points

• Can be useful, can get publicity for your work, but 

use cautiously

• Not reliable long-term repositories.  Somewhere 

between “Myspace” and “Facebook.”  Funded by 

some of the same venture capitalists who fund 

Uber & Snapchat.

• No profits yet...

• Do not play well with others.  You can’t export your 

own data, for example.



Institutional repositories:  OpenEmory

https://open.library.emory.edu/

• Longevity:  Librarians take long-term access seriously

• For example, migrating file formats

• Great for articles published open-access

Library can fund up to $1500 

for an open-access journal.

https://open.library.emory.edu/


Disciplinary repositories

OpenDOAR:  Directory of Open Access Repositories  
(http://v2.Sherpa.ac.uk/opendoar) 

• Can search for repositories
• Search function a bit imperfect
• Comprehensive information

• Ask your librarian for help!
OpenDOAR report on arXiv.org

http://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/opendoar


Disciplinary repositories:  Posting preprints

arXiv.org:  First preprint server (1991) *

* X is secretly 

Advantages of posting preprints:

• Get pre-publication feedback

• Folks learn about your 

research sooner

• Date stamps your work

• Almost all journals now allow 

preprints to be posted OpenDOAR report on arXiv.org



Permissive Example



SSRN:  A disciplinary repository for preprints

• 900,000+ research papers in wide variety of disciplines

• Information & Library Science

• Education

• Nursing

• English & American Literature

• Law

• Linguistics

• Mostly preprints, some as-published PDFs

• Owned by Elsevier

• Rankings

...we find evidence that marriage 

duration is inversely associated with 

spending on the engagement ring and 

wedding ceremony. 



Humanities Commons:  social network & preprints

• Non-profit, organized by the MLA

• “A space to discuss, share, and store cutting-

edge research and innovative pedagogy”

• Preprints, syllabi, music, visual arts, videos, ... 

A large variety of formats (not just PDF)

• https://teachingresources.hcommons.org/

(extremely timely advice for “bringing your 

course online”)

https://teachingresources.hcommons.org/


Personal faculty website

• Easy to find

• Can link to data, preprint server, journal 

website, publicity, etc.

• You need to link to journal website

• Need to be mindful of copyright

• Important to keep current
→ Lazy?  Use Google Scholar

• Retirement…?



Google Scholar

Google Scholar

• Can follow authors, they can follow you

• Get email when the authors you follow publish 

something new (more reliable than RG)

• Keeps track of citations to your work, and includes 

citations from preprints!

• Fairly easy to curate

• For-profit; but it’s Google, so reputation to protect

• Citation metrics are public

• Cannot post PDFs, but does link to PDFs it finds

Bottom line:  mostly positive

☺

..



ORCID.org:  you need to do this

“Open Researcher and Contributor ID”

• Unique ID for you: distinguishes from others with same name

• Tracks your own name changes/variations

• Required now by many journals, grant agencies, etc.

• Non-profit

• Takes 1 minute to get your ID

• Lists your publications; but no PDFs, no following other authors



Recommendations for scholarly impact

• Institutional & Disciplinary repositories:  long-term 

stability, need to find good fit

• Google Scholar:  Great, if you trust Google

• Personal website:  Great, if you aren’t lazy

• ORCID:  Great, but not a networking tool

• ResearchGate, Academia.edu:  be cautious

• Others:  Mendeley, Amazon Author Page, LinkedIn, 

Twitter…  do your homework before using!



Recommendations for scholarly impact

• Publicity:  have many ways to find your work

• Preservation:  help your work last

• Access:  public gets benefit of your work
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